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Conspiracy Theories Continued (via The Red Phoenix)

 What Are Conspiracy Theories? Whether you use the internet frequently, attend protests or activist group meetings, or
you are just the social type who strikes up conversations with people while waiting in a long line, chances are you’ve met them. They are
the few, the informed, the truly enlightened among the mass of sheep of which we ignorant are a part. More often than not they inform us
that they were once naïve and unenlightened just like us, … Read More
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1. this is getting old.

by this reasoning, we could say that you are also a conspiracy theorist. your theory is that tvp or tzm is trying to rip off our money. not as potent
as an illuminaty conspiracy, but still a conspiracy theory

you are informing the unenlightened that tzm is a criminal gang

i can understand why you bash tzm, but when you’r starting to bash other groups as well just for being tangent to tzm it shows that you’re
desperately trying to be an internet bully who picks on anyone

 whatever said this on June 24, 2010 at 9:42 am | Reply

Your attempted switch is even older, I have already proven I am not a conspiracy theorist because I have provded evidence they are a

profit business and do not show it on their website or mention it to any of the TZM fanclub.

That is not a theory it is a fact, you need to get your understanding of conspiracy theories upto speed before you start naming them
theories.

Also there is no mention of Jacque, Peter or TVP in this thread at all, you are the one moaning about it not me. This thread is about the
stupidity of Conspiracy theories and theorists.

If you can’t even stay on topic and discuss the original thread it just goes to show how stupid you actually are.
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Oh and by the way your use of unenlightened is totally hilarious as well as being pure arrogant, buckle up son your groups in for a bumpy
ride.

 anticultist said this on June 24, 2010 at 12:19 pm | Reply

evidence. oh well, conspiracy theorists also offer “evidence” all the time. they have scientists pleading for them. they are credible
because of that. they are more credible than you. they have tons of followers and you don’t. you search for fame, just like them,
but you fail

 whatever said this on July 17, 2010 at 8:38 pm

hahahahaha I had to let this comment be seen by all !

No further comment or reply necessary.

 anticultist said this on July 17, 2010 at 9:10 pm

You would have a point if Fresco had not ripped off others in the past. But since he has, you don’t.

Speculating that Fresco would rip you off as well is not a conspiracy theory. It is a rational assumption based on previous behavior.

 NWO Agent said this on June 24, 2010 at 7:38 pm | Reply
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